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UNILIN TECHNOLOGY



Uniclic is widely known for its strong locking performance due to the possibility to use pre-
tension. The Uniclic profile can thus be designed in such a way that the flexible lower lip 
will still be under a bit of stress after locking. This tension pulls the engaged planks closer 
together, which ensures there are no unwanted gaps or spaces between floorboards.
 
An additional advantage of the flexible lower lip is that the combination of contacting 
surfaces and spaces in the joint allows wider machining tolerances without compromising 
the security of interlocked joints. This tolerance flexibility is an important asset for 
manufacturers who produce on high speed machinery. 
In addition to the pre-tension benefits, the Uniclic profiles interlock very securely. The gaps 
and spaces in the design of the Uniclic profile limit the movement of two boards when 
walked on, which reduces the unwanted creaking sounds that commonly occur in other 
flooring installed with glueless locking. 
 
Being a Uniclic licensee has many important advantages. Manufacturers only require 
a simple production set-up to produce one of the best click profiles in the industry. This ease 
of production is achieved by the use of standard tooling combined with the relatively wide 
milling tolerances that this profile supports. In addition, each producer has the possibility to 
personalize the Uniclic profile to their own preferences.
 
Both consumers and installers will benefit from floors installed with Uniclic. They will 
enjoy a fast and easy installation in all circumstances thanks to the 2 installation methods 
provided by the Uniclic system. However, this convenience does not affect the strong locking 
performance that ensures stability over time, even under rough conditions.

Uniclic was the first one-piece locking 
profile to be introduced to the market. 
Over the years it became the industry’s 
favorite locking technology thanks to its 
unmatched production efficiency and 
technical performance.

Easy & Flexible 
Production

Quick, Easy & 
Clean Installation

Best technical 
performance among all 

locking systems
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De Moda brand Environment friendly Hybrid SPC flooring line features:                                                   

- Next generation in Hybrid plank  flooring. 
100% WATERPROOF product featuring solid polymer composite (SPC) CONSTRUCTION. 
This ECO-FRIENDLY product is formaldehyde free and can be installed anywhere in any room.
Flame resistance, anti skid and scratch resistance.

 - Unilin European patent Click system. 
De moda flooring installs an average of 40% faster than traditional click or glue down floors.
Higher density than LVT( luxury vinyl tile)and WPC(Wood Plastic Composite) traditional vinyl flooring. This increased density, it is rigid core, hides many imperfections often found in subfloors. 

- flexible lower lip.The combination of contacting surfaces and spaces in the joint allows wider machining tolerances without compromising the security of interlocked joints. This tolerance flexibility is an important asset for manufacturers who produce on high speed machinery. In addition to the pre-tension benefits, the Uniclic profiles interlock very securely. 

-Glueless Locking technology. Flooring works perfectly for both the long and short sides of the flooring panel.
The gaps and spaces in the design of the Uniclic limit the movement of two boards when walked on, which reduces the unwanted creaking sounds that commonly occur in other flooring installed with glueless technology.
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All pictures shown are for illustration purpose only.
actual colours may vary.

*

SPC FLOORING

01 UV Layer
Reduce fading to sun light near 
window or any other indoor
environment.

02 Wear Layer
Strong wear-resistance for foot 
trac and make the surface
scratch resistance.

03 Decorative Paper
A design layer of high-resolution 
photo of real wood that is
reproduced with sophisticated 
printing techniques.

04 Base Layer
primary layer of the SPC 
structure.
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KC 8016

PLANK SIZE: 228.6''X1219.2'' THICKNESS: 6mm
UNDERLAYER: 1mm IXPE
WEAR LAYER: 0.5mm

www.tilesquare.co.nz
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288.6 mm x 1219.2 mm



KC 8012

www.tilesquare.co.nz

PLANK SIZE: 228.6''X1219.2'' THICKNESS: 6.0MM X 6.0MM
UNDERLAYER: 1MM IXPE
WEAR LAYER: 0.5MM
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228.6mm x 1219.2mm
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KCS 8006

www.tilesquare.co.nz

PLANK SIZE: 228.6''X1219.2'' THICKNESS: 6.0MM X 6.0MM
UNDERLAYER: 1MM IXPE
WEAR LAYER: 0.5MM
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228.6mm x 1219.2mm
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6mm



South Island 
1/473 Brougham Street, Waltham, Christchurch 8023.

North Island 
PO Box no. 28408, Remuera, Auckland 1541

+64226768811 | Info@tilesquare.co.nz
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